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We Create Value
We create value because we trust people and 

they believe in us. We firmly consider that the 

distribution of benefits is the most specific way 

of making progress in unison with those who 

have helped us grow.

A Sound Patrimony for Social Welfare
In the year 2011, a historic milestone was reached by 

Banco popular when it was awarded first place in net 

profits among the entire Costa rican financial system. the 

total accrued profit of 77.1 million dollars represented an 

increase of 50.9% as compared to the year 2010. on the 

other hand, total assets for the year 2011 reached 3,127 

million dollars.

the firm Fitch ratings, which evaluates and reports on the 

solvency and capacity of banking institutions to comply 

with their obligations, granted Banco popular and its 

long-term issues an AA rating, while its short-term issues 

were rated F1+, which incidentally represent the highest 

possible ratings. In both cases, this was applicable to the 

Costa rican market.

Consequently, our high ratings (AA and F1+, according to 

Fitch ratings) were accompanied by an effort to provide 

financial solutions to our groups of interest, which data 

are reflected in the figures of our banking portfolios for 

development, personal credit and housing.

the economic stability also allowed us to adhere to 

our institutional practice of paying a fair wage to all our 

employees throughout the country (3,233 persons).

The Figures Back Us Up
the composition and evolution of the Bank’s most 

significant accounting entries, based on the financial 

information as of December 31, 2011, show that our 

institution is one of the most solid in the country.
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Assets: Backing for the 
Present and Future
Banco popular’s main asset is the 
credit placements that contribute 
to the progress and wellbeing of 
thousands of citizens.

Banco popular closed 2011 with 
$3,188 million in total assets. this 
figure represents a 14.06% growth 
as compared to the previous year. 
the main component of the assets 
portfolio is the total credit portfolio, 
representing 69.85% of the assets. 
this figure shows the Bank’s interest 
in focusing on the loan services 
to Costa ricans, given that it is 
above the average parameter in 
the Costa rican Financing System, 
which stands at 66.4%, according 
to the General Superintendence 
of Financial entities (SuGeF, by its 
Spanish acronym).

A Sound Solidarity Credit
the total credit portfolio amounts 
to $2,226,600 at an exchange rate of 
505.35 colones per dollar. Its growth, 
as compared to the previous year, 
stood at 9%, and its exposure to 
foreign currency is relatively low, 
since 90.26% of this portfolio has 
been placed in colones, while only 
9.74% is in dollars. Banco popular 
maintains a cautious management 
of this variable (exposure to foreign 
currency), considering that greater 

part of its customers’ income is in 

local currency. the average value of 

this parameter in the Costa rican 

Financial System amounts to 39.0%, 

pursuant to SuGeF’s report dated 

December 31, 2011.

the institution’s credit portfolio by the 

end of the year 2011 is considered 

to be in good standing. the default 

rate, measured as the portion of the 

portfolio with more than 90 days’ in 

arrears divided by the total portfolio, 

represented 2.65%. this figure is 

slightly higher than last year’s, but 

lower to the figure experienced by 
the Bank back in 2009, during the 
brunt of the world economic crisis. 
In Costa rica, SuGeF establishes as 
acceptable any default rate below 3%. 
the increased delay in payment has 
become a generalized phenomenon 
in the country (especially for the 
state banking system), as a result of 
the difficult economic situation and 
unemployment rate, which rose from 
4.6% in 2008 to 7.7% in the year 2011. 
nonetheless, the average default rate 
of the Costa rican Financial System 
is still within the margins established 
by SuGeF.
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Responsibility over the 
Liabilities
Banco popular evidences its 
responsibility in the administration or 
safeguarding of its customer’s money, 
people’s savings, the working class’ 
efforts. At the end of the year 2011, 
the institution had total liabilities of 
$2,538 million, calculated at a foreign 
exchange rate of 505.35 colones per 
dollar — 13.27% higher than the 
previous year. term deposits account 
for 50.5% of the liabilities and sight 
deposits amount to 16.7%. the 
remaining 32.8% is made up of other 
liabilities, in particular mandatory 
savings and checking accounts.

Consistent with the assets’ 
composition, the Bank boasts a 
low exposure to foreign currency, 
given the fact that 88.17% of its 
liabilities are in domestic currency. 
the prudence with which Banco 
popular had handled its exposure to 
foreign currency is clearly evidenced, 
considering the dollarization rate for 
liabilities in the Costa rican Financial 
System, which at the close of 2011 
stood at 42.5%, while that of Banco 
popular was only 11.83%.
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Banco popular is fully aware of the 
fact that, since its main customer 
base is the Costa rican working class, 
any increase in the unemployment 
rate would have an impact on its 
credit default—more so than in any 
other bank. Consequently, since the 
beginning of the world economic 
crisis in September 2008, the Bank 
maintains a policy whereby debtors 
have easy access to making special 
payment arrangements, allowing 
them to avoid defaulting on their 
debt, under this new economic 
reality.
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A Cautious Institution 
with a Strong Support
A rigorous and cautious 
management allows Banco popular 
to have solid capitalization levels, in 
case of any eventual risks. 

As of December 31, 2011, the 
institution boasted a net worth of 
$649 million—a 14.93% increase 
as compared to the previous year. 
the Bank’s net worth represents 

20.36% of the total assets, revealing 
a very solid equity position, since the 
average in the Costa rica Financial 
System is 15.05% of the total assets.

on the other hand, the Bank’s 
capital adequacy—understood 
as the level of capital that allows 
an entity to deal with the risk of 
losses in the course of developing 
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its operations—reached a value of 
19.36% in December 2011. this value 
is considered very positive, since 
according to SuGeF’s classification, 
the Bank stands at the first level of 
capital adequacy (a level granted 
to banks with a capital adequacy 
of over 14%). In Costa rica, SuGeF 
does not tolerate a capital adequacy 
under 10%.
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Net Profits - National Banking System 2011 
in millions of dollars

Position Total

Banco Popular 1 77.1
Banco BAC San José S.A. 2 53.0

Banco de Costa rica 3 50.9

Banco nacional de Costa rica 4 50.4

Banco Crédito Agrícola de Cartago 5 12.9

Banco promérica S.A. 6 9.3

Banco Scotiabank de Costa rica S.A. 7 8.8

Banco HSBC Costa rica S.A. 8 5.1

Banco CMB de Costa rica S.A. 9 4.0

Banco BCt S.A. 10 3.9

Banco lafise S.A. 11 2.5

Banco Improsa S.A. 12 2.0

Banco de Soluciones Bansol de Costa rica S.A. 13 1.1

Banco General de Costa rica S.A. 14 0.8

Banco Cathay de Costa rica S.A. 15 0.5

Banco Citibank de Costa rica S.A. 16 -0.4

Total 281.6

our Services make us excel, our Products 
differentiate us from the rest

More Earnings to Multiply the Benefits
In the year 2011, Banco popular’s net profits attained a value of $77.1 million 
dollars at the exchange rate of 505.35 colones per dollar. this profit level 
represented a growth of 50.9% as compared to the year 2010, and constitutes 
a much higher result than the average profits reported by the Costa rican 
Banking System, whose joint profits grew by 41.9% in 2011. It also locates 
Banco popular in the very first place of the profits ranking within the Costa 
rican Financial System.

For Banco popular, the importance of generating profits lies in the possibility 
of being able to grant more credits to the Costa rican people; by the same 
token, it strengthens special funds that support limited-income workers who 
are marginalized from traditional banking, to whom the Bank destines 15% of 
its profits.

Source: SuGeF Costa rica’s web page
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Our Services make us excel, 
our Products differentiate 
us from the rest

At Banco popular we have the strong conviction 

that excellency is built one day at a time. It is a 

process that is renewed according to the needs 

of the persons whom we serve. 

Security in our Service

The inclusion of the digital 

signature in our electronic 

banking services is an 

effort that began in the 

year 2007.  During 2011, 

not a single digital fraud 

was committed among 

our customers thanks to its 

proper implementation.

Committed to Service
In the search to provide timely and accessible information, in the year 2011 
any external communications campaign was previously screened by an 
internal communications campaign. this was implemented with campaigns 
related to savings, loans, and wire transfers. external communications 
were aimed at guaranteeing that the Bank’s clientele was well informed 
about the products, its benefits, and the terms and conditions, and were 
circulated through the various information channels, from mass and 
specialized media channels to social networks.
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Banco Popular through the Eyes of its 
Customers
In compliance with Banco popular’s Customer Service & 
Attention Standards Manual, we carried out an evaluation 
of the services for 100% of its agencies. this evaluation had 
a four-prong approach in its components: 

Component I: Survey among its Customers

We undertook a survey to find out the customers’ 
perception, with a representative sample of 3,200 persons 
from various areas of the country, which was structured 
with several variables such as:

a.       Accessibility to services

b.      perceptible image of the agencies

c.       Appropriate human relations

d.      timely availability of information

e.      personnel capacity for customer service 

f.       trustworthiness and credibility of the institution

g.       Capacity to respond to inquiries and concerns

h.      Quality of telephone customer service

i.        Quality of digital banking service

According to this survey, its customers gave it a grade of 
88 in a 1-100 scale, which is considered normal.

Following are some of the results obtained general, 
according to customers.

the variables with the highest grade were: trustworthiness 
and credibility, with a 97; timely availability of information, 
with a 92; appropriate human relations, with a 96; and 
adequate perceptible image of the agencies, with a 96.

One of the customer service mechanisms for clients’ 
inquiries and requests is the suggestion box located 
in each of the business centers.
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Component II: Verification of Performance in situ

the employees were also evaluated in their service role, by 

means of direct observation by the evaluators.

the personnel evaluation was undertaken with a 

367-employee sample, selected randomly at the services 

platform (credit and banking services) and priority tellers.

At national level, the personnel obtained an average grade 
of 89 points out of 100.

the variables that obtained the best grades for personnel 
were: sales techniques, with a 95; knowledge of the 
products, with a 92; attitude, with a 96; personal image, 
with a 99; communication skills, with a 90; and knowledge 
of service standards, with a 98.
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Component III: 

Evaluation of 

Knowledge

the personnel evaluation 

focused on their general 

knowledge on the 

banking products and 

services.

Component IV: Analysis of 
Infrastructure

A study was conducted on 
the conditions of the agency 
infrastructure, taking into 
account aspects such as 
the appropriate signage, 
cleanliness, order and décor, 
as well as the compliance 
of accessibility parameters 
for persons with special 
needs, such as ramps, wide 
entrances and free transit 
areas.

An adequate accessibility in the infrastructure guarantees 
access to services to persons with disabilities.
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Responsibility of the Information Offered
Principle of inclusion in the support provided to customer information

In 2011, Bank personnel received an e-learning training course aimed at the 
effective application of the law on equal opportunities for Disabled persons 
(7600) and the Comprehensive law for the elderly  (7935). In observance of 
law 7600, every information or advertising campaign included the preparation 
of materials for disabled persons. these materials included videos prepared 
with leSCo sign language, as well as audio files addressed to people with 
visual impairments, to name a few. 

Artisan Fair by Disabled Persons held at the facilities of the 
Banco Popular Metropolitan building in November, 2011. 
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Additional Efforts for Customer 
Satisfaction
Evaluación de la oficina

In the evaluation of the offices, the aspects under 
consideration were those directly related to customer 
services and attention that have a bearing on providing 
quality services. At national level, the offices obtained an 
average grade of 86, which is considered within normal 
parameters.

Following are the variables that received best grades in 
the offices: security officers, with a 95; Back office, with a 
98; ongoing recommendations, with a 90; teamwork, with 
a 93; and office image, with a 96.

Among the variables evaluated at the offices, those that 
had the lower grades were: telephone service, with a 41; 
and handling of the suggestion box, with an 82.

Evaluation of Telephone Service

Simultaneous to the evaluation by components, we also 
undertook an evaluation of the telephone customer 
service. During this evaluation, we verified the quality of 
the service based on the following indicators:

•	 Number	of	telephone	rings	before	the	call	is	answered

•	 Knowledge	by	staff	of	the	products	and	services	offered	
by the Bank

•	 Response	capacity	to	handle	customer	inquiries

One Step Ahead in the Service Chain

As part of the consolidation of a top-quality service, in the 
year 2011 we evaluated customer service beyond the staff 
whose role implied dealing directly with clients.

In this sense, Banco popular evaluated the support that 
organizational areas provide to employees working in 
the service platform: departments like marketing, with 
regard to the supply of information materials; human 
development, when it comes to providing staff with 
adequate training; as well as information technology, in 
terms of a timely It support during technical difficulties. 
the above were some of the areas considered in this 
effort, ultimately aimed at offering a superior customer 
service.

Nancy Cubero Ramírez, a visually 
impaired employee, responds to 
phone inquiries made by customers.
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Ongoing Improvements
Aware of the importance of a timely response to customer complaints, 
mechanisms were set in place to effectively take care of the 
requirements of users. these improvements reported benefits such as:

•	 A	reduction	from	7	to	5	business	days	in	the	response	time	on	
complaints. In cases of higher complexity where an extension 
would be required, the response time was reduced from two 
months to one.

•	 The	response	to	complaints	was	decentralized	in	order	to	take	care	
of inquiries in a timely and expedite manner from the office where 
the complaint originated.

BP Total: An Innovative Model in Financial Services

Banco popular was able to develop a modern financial services 
model—unique in Central America—called Bp total. It introduced 
a new service system that takes advantage of all the technological 
tools in the market in order to make transactions in a comfortable 
environment, where tellers give remote attention to customers, with 
permanent orientation guides, and where customers can make their 
inquiries on bank procedures by means of advanced audio/video 
system with executives of Banca Fácil. In addition, customers have 
access to data on touchscreens, digital signs, and wireless Internet 
service. 

Bp total also unifies all the products of the Banco popular Financial 
Conglomerate by offering services for the subscription of pension 
funds, investment funds, stock exchange, and insurance. In addition, 
it has three different types of lounges for the population’s leisure: an 
exhibition space open to artists, another for its commercial partners to 
showcase their work, as well as a children’s play area.

Customers have access to the services within an ample timetable: 
from 7:15 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., in a functional building suitably located on 
paseo Colón, San José.
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BP Total offers an innovative state-of-the-art service, 
with access to all sectors of the population.
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Balance of the 
FODEMIPYME Credit 
Fund:
•	 622	operations	

amounting to 
$15.33 million

•	 78%	placed	in	
micro-businesses

•	 99%	allotted	to	
innovation and 
technological 

•	 42%	placed	in	
micro-businesses 
women

In Approaching 
Development Banking
throughout 2011, the Social and 
Business Development Banking 
expanded both in scope and detail 
all the actions it had begun years 
ago. this represented a greater 
specialization in the attention to the 
needs of micro-, small- and medium-
scale businesses, social economy 
organizations, and other productive 
populations at its service.

Special efforts focused on the micro-, 
small- and medium-scale businesses 
(pYMeS, by its Spanish acronym), 
taking into account their difficulties 
in obtaining funds from the national 
savings. In order to accomplish 
this goal, financial resources were 
arranged and special funds were 
created by law, such as the Fund for 
Medium- and Small-Scale Businesses 
(FoDeMIpYMe) and the Development 
Banking system fund.

From the total Development Banking 
portfolio, 20% has been granted 
to women. this financial service 
supports, from a business and social 
perspective, sectors like the small- 
and medium-scale business sector, 
solidarity associations, cooperatives, 
public institutions, and private 
companies.

Banco Popular promotes development and competitiveness 
of Costa Rican small-and medium-scale businesses.
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“The financing agreement signed with Banco 

Popular has contributed to and benefited a great 

many producers of fine coffees in our country, 

substantially facilitating the development of 

boutique-type coffees, processed in tiny lots 

totally by hand, and positioning them in market 

niches throughout the world, while rescuing the 

producer’s identity.”  

Francisco A. Mena, 
Manager, exclusive Coffees S.A.

Support to the small- and 
medium-scale producer: The 
case of Exclusive Coffees
Small coffee producers have devoted 
efforts to improve the quality of their 
crop, thus aiming to increase their 
bottom line. With these efforts, they have 
managed to obtain better prices in the 
international market. In this procedure, 
the Bank not only allowed to process 
their financing in dollars, considering 
the currency in which they receive their 
income, but also opened a line of credit 
for working capital of up to $100,000 
during  harvest time. these financial 
conditions have been made possible as 
a result of an agreement signed with the 
firm exclusive Coffees S.A, which groups 
over 80 small coffee producers in the 
country.

Juan Ramón Alvarado, producer of the coffee micro-processing plant 
Brumas del Zurquí and one of the associates of Exclusive Coffees.
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Distribution by Segment of the Special Fund Portfolio 
As of December 31, 2011

Senior citizens 
Special needs persons

- MenWomen

youth

legal Firms

 Intermediate organizations

47%

32%

0%

13%

4%

2%

11

Indigenous people

Social economy organizations

Source: Development & Corporate Banking Management, Banco Popular

Classification of the Development Portfolio of Social Economy Organizations 
As of December 31, 2011

43% 49%

4%

3
1

Self-employed workers 
Mipymes 
Associations 
Cooperatives 
Municipalities 
Workers’ union 
Others 
trade unions

0%
0%
0%

Source: Development & Corporate 
Banking Management, Banco Popular
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Source: Development & Corporate 
Banking Management, Banco Popular

Classification of the Development Portfolio of Social Economy Organizations 
As of December 31, 2011

Savings & loan Cooperatives 
 Other Cooperatives 
Associations 
Professional  
Foundations

56%39%

3%

1 1

Financial Solutions for 
Social Welfare
the main aspiration of the Social 
Development Banking is based on 
the principle of offering financial 
solutions to groups of interest which, 
due to their economic conditions, 
are not eligible for credit within 
conventional banking. the Special 
Housing Fund (FeVI, by its Spanish 
acronym) is a part of the financial 
support given to middle class 
persons. Following is a chart showing 
the distribution of the fund according 
to the country’s region.

Distribution of FEVI Allotment by Region as of 
December 31, 2011 in millions of dollars

Region Amount Balance Placed

Central 414 9,80 10,21

northern 139 2,25 2,40

Southern-Atlantic 32 0,48 0,46

Total 585 12,53 13,08

Source: Development & Corporate Banking Management, Banco Popular
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Support Given to Housing Projects During 2011
San José Project (Aguas Zarcas, San Carlos):  This project granted housing loans for amounts starting at 
$28,000 to a population that depends on agriculture and cattle farming. The Bank has financed five housing 
solutions and is planning to expand to 26 more. 

Jardines de Tobosi Project: Located in Cartago, this housing project has been promoted by a solidarity 
association (ASEPIPASSA) aimed at providing housing to middle-class families. A total of 35 housing solutions 
have been financed.

FUPROVI Agreement:  After	signing	an	agreement	with	Fundación	Pro	Vivienda—a	non-profit	organization	
aimed	at	providing	solutions	to	housing	needs—Banco	Popular	promoted	the	development	of	five	housing	
solutions in the Veredas del Conquistador Project, in the province of Cartago.

Low-Cost Housing
With a view to providing financial solutions to highly-
vulnerable segments of the population—in poverty 
and extreme poverty conditions—the Bank has been 
able to meet the demand for low-cost housing. With 
the support of the budget of the Banco Hipotecario 
de la Vivienda (BAnHVI), we have placed housing 
bonds which have managed to satisfy 327 housing 
needs, 66 of which have been credit-bonds; that is, 
economic aid in which the free housing allowance 
granted by BAnHVI has been complemented by 
the beneficiaries with loans from Banco popular at 
preferential interest rates. 

Delivery of a housing project to the Cabécar 
indigenous community.
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Credit and Bonds Placement Classification by 
population Benefited as of December 31, 2011

Segment Number of Cases Amount

Female Heads of Household 215 $ 3.733.911,48

Male Heads of Household 40 $ 495.960,51

Youth 47 $ 471.262.64

Senior Citizens 22 $ 290.385,41

Disabled persons 3 $ 46.496,48

Total 327 $ 5.038.016,53

Source: Development & Corporate Development Banking

Distribution of the FEVI Portfolio by Gender  
As of December 31, 2011

Source: Development & Corporate Banking Management, Banco Popular

63%
37%

Women Men
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Banco Popular is the only 

financial	institution	—

under the supervision of 

the Superintendence of 

Financial Entities (SUGEF, by 

its	Spanish	acronym)—	to	

offer	collateral	loans	at	a	32%	

interest rate p.a., much lower 

than the interest charged 

for a similar service among 

lending	institutions	(60%	-	

120%	p.a.).

Surety: A Financial Alternative for Socially 
Disadvantaged Persons
Granting a loan by placing jewelry as collateral is clearly a personal financial 
solution of a social nature. Sometimes it is the only option for a broad sector of 
population with no access to the formal financial system.

In the year 2011, 7,576 credit operations were placed, representing $6.53 
million. this implies credits granted which on average reach $875 and in their 
majority (65%) are sought by women who pawn their jewelry to meet diverse 
needs, such as paying medical bills, purchasing school supplies for their 
children, and so forth.

Targeting Financial Education
the Financial education project was launched 
in the year 2011 and it constitutes a long-range 
program that is intended to change people’s 
concept and attitude towards money. this program 
seeks to reverse trends such as the high levels of 
indebtedness of Costa ricans in consumer credit 
and promotes the adequate use of credits cards. 
During 2011 this initiative comprised a series of 
actions such as:

	•	 Financially in Shape: A series of efforts 
undertaken thanks to a strategic alliance with 
radio reloj—a high-impact media in Costa rica 
that is owned by Central de radios. this initiative 
consisted of advice, reports and interviews 
revolving around financial education, through a 
special radio show. . 

•	 Forums: the civil population participated in 
the four forums, which provided training to 
approximately 1,000 people.

High school students are trained on money-
management skills in the framework of the Financial 
Education project promoted by Banco Popular.
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Hanna Gabriels—the symbol of the working 
woman
the national boxing champ, Hanna Gabriels, sponsored by Banco 
popular, has become the icon of the working woman that struggles 
every day to reach her goals. the support given to this athlete 
strengthens the furthering of positive values in Costa rican families, such 
as persistence, effort, trust, and hard work.  As part of the actions aimed 
at strengthening the savings culture and the smart use of money, Hanna 
participated in financial education campaigns that fall within the scope 
of the Bank’s actions.

Costa Rican boxing champ Hanna Gabriels handed out piggy 
banks to visitors during the celebration of the World Savings Day.
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Chapter VIII
our Commitment to the  

Community
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Our Commitment to the  
Community

Honesty, transparency, ethics, and respect for the rights of 

others are the features that serve as a framework for our 

daily work—a responsibility we are certain is fully consistent 

with the social purpose we stand by as a banking institution.

* law on narcotics, psychotropic substances, and 
unauthorized drugs, related activities, money laundering, 
and terrorism financing.

Providing an Ethical Business 
Environment
An ethical performance on the part of the Bank’s 
personnel is one of the values sought after in our 
everyday conduct. For this reason, in an attempt to 
protect our capital’s clarity and transparency, 100% of 
this institution’s employees have received full training 
on the provisions of law 8204*, aimed at incorporating 
anti-corruption policies and procedures. As such, 
pursuant to article 24 of the organic law of Banco 
popular, we created a Code of ethics, in order to set forth 
the standards of conduct that must be observed by the 
institution’s management, supervisory department, legal 
representatives, advisors, and temporary or permanent 
staff.
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Contributing to the Strengthening of Public Policies
one way of having a positive bearing on the evolution and development of public policies is by means of their 
reinforcement and implementation. As such, we have incorporated certain actions that nurture efforts such as:

The National Climate Change Strategy: This country-wide effort seeks to reach a carbon-neutral 
status by the year 2021, and is supported by the Bank through actions aimed at reaching carbon 
neutrality by the institution as well.

National Policy for Gender Equality and Equity: This policy, which has set 
forth the commitments made by Costa Rica to move toward equality and 
equity between men and women, was created in the year 2007 with a ten-
year vision, and is supported by systematic actions on the part of the Bank’s 
administration.

Law of Equal Opportunities (7600) and Comprehensive Law for the 
Elderly (7935): Both laws depart from a social construction that seeks to 
provide equal opportunities for access and participation under identical 
circumstances to special needs groups. From the Bank’s actions, we have 
pursued equal opportunities by the adaptation of our services, as well as by 
reinforcing the proper attitudes among our staff toward the needs of persons 
with some degree of vulnerability.
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Capacity Building for Equity 
Construction
After being awarded the Certification of the labor 
Management System on Gender equality and equity 
(SIGeG, by its Spanish acronym), based on the ISo 
Standards format, the Bank has been trained in the 
application of the inclusive gender language in all manner 
of documents, including communication campaigns 
to external and internal public. these provisions aim to 
reduce the gender gap, promote changes in attitude, as 
well as strengthen the investment in human and social 
capital in terms of equality and equity.

to obtain the SIGeG certification, granted in 2011 by 
the national Institute for Women (InAMu, by its Spanish 
acronym), Banco popular promoted a training program 
for its staff on topics such as masculinity and courses 
addressed to empowering women on managerial skills.

Another action committed to going from theory to fact 
on the gender topic was the specific guideline regarding 
equal opportunities on employment and development 
of women. Hence, out of a total of 312 outsourcing 
contracts, 60% correspond to female staff. In the 
processes of internal screening due to appointments and 
promotions to permanent positions, out of a total 212 
appointments, 55% of the persons selected were women.

“Attaining gender 

equity and equal 

opportunities implies 

a change in attitude 

which is our main 

barrier among people, 

and this action takes 

years, investment, 

sensitization, and 

commitment to in 

order to have a bearing 

on the organizational 

culture. From the incorporation of inclusive 

language, up to specific achievements, 

such as parity in the main decision-making 

bodies, generating a sense of self-

confidence among women, and a balance 

in hiring men and women; the former 

are all actions that lead us toward a more 

fair and balanced society. These, among 

others, are efforts that make Banco Popular 

a most worthy recipient of a distinction in 

the forefront of this subject. Our institution 

is the only financial institution at the 

Central American level to obtain the SIGEG 

certification.”

Lilliana Hall, 
Advisor to Corporate Management
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Incentive Activities for 
the Productive Sector
“Fall in Love with your City” 

Program

In addition to promoting 

Development Banking, Banco popular 

became fully involved in initiatives 

that contributed to the exposure, 

projection and reinforcement of small 
undertakings. this was the case of the 
“Fall in love with your City” program, 
a proposal developed jointly with 
the Ministry of Culture and Youth 
seeking to rescue the public spaces 
of the capital city, the promotion of 
artistic expressions that identify Costa 
rican culture, and the participation 

The National Solidarity Conference promoted 
entrepreneurship and the reinforcement of this 
Social Economy sector. 
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of micro-businesses with their eco-
friendly products, mostly headed by 
women. 

In the framework of “Fall in love with 
your City,” the micro-businesswomen 
supported by Banco popular 
exhibited their products in an activity 
that summoned thousands of Costa 
ricans to visit San José’s public 
spaces, especially urban parks. During 
the year 2011, Banco popular was 
included among the 27 locations 
for this project, which took place 
between February 12th and August 
27th and included a series of activities 
that gathered a total of 207,500 
persons from all social sectors and 
age groups.

through this endeavor, the visiting 
population not only had access 
to the products offered by the 
businesswomen, but the Bank 
also took advantage of this space 
to provide financial education to 
children, teenagers, and adults.

Development of the National 
Solidarity Conference

the national Solidarity Conference 
was an activity organized by the 
Bank, whose objective was to 
promote entrepreneurship, both 
within the solidarity movement 

and in companies in general. the 
effort was a part of the institution’s 
activities to promote social economy 
by creating reciprocal relationships 
between collaborating businesses 
and strengthening strategic alliances 
for the reinforcement of sectoral 
coordination. 

National Community Server Day

Banco popular, in support of 
national Community Development 
Administration (DInADeCo, by 
its Spanish acronym), promoted 
the celebration of the national 
Community Server Day, which took 
place on october 30, 2011.

this activity, which gathered 
the country’s major Community 
Development Associations, aims to 
promote and strengthen volunteer 
work carried out by the members 
of these associations in the country. 
these are community leaders who, 
from their local context, undertake 
community security actions, provide 
spaces for mental and physical 
development of its population, 
encourage a positive coexistence, 
generate and rescue public spaces, 
and at the same time promote 
productive projects aimed at 
community self-management.
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Our Human Capital
We place our trust in the men and women who on a daily basis 

place at the country’s disposal their enthusiasm and knowledge 

by providing their services to our clientele. It is these people 

who make the organization’s success possible.

Composition and Profile of Banco Popular’s Personnel
the observance of the laws and rights by our personnel are the pillars of the 
talent management. personnel recruitment and screening are based on technical 
criteria that exclude all manner of discriminatory practices. the institution’s 
workforce is made up of 3,233 persons, 49.61% of whom are women and 50.70% 
are men. of the total personnel, 63% are in the 20-40 age bracket; 27% are in 
the 40-50 age bracket; and the remaining 10% is over 50. overall, 83% of the 
personnel have a permanent position and the remainder are temporary staff.

Personnel Distribution  
by occupational Group and by Gender

Type of Job Women Men Total 

Managerial 1 4 5

Heads of Dept. 59 141 200 

professional 331 404 735

technical 451 422 873

operating 757 663 1 420

Total 1.599 1.634 3.233
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Social Benefits
Focused on the employees’ quality of working life, Banco 
popular grants a series of benefits to its employees, such 
as: 

Breastfeeding 
time beyond 
that granted 

by law

Paid 
leave

Free 
association, 

solidarity, 
unions, 

cooperative

Teller 
protection 

fund

Life 
Insurance

Differentiated 
financial 
products & 
services

Severance 
pay for total 

years worked 
at the Bank

Annual 
health fairs

Uniforms

Vacation time 
additional to 
that provided 

by law

Full salary 
paid during 

sick leave

Company 
physician

Quality of 
Working Life

In addition, the Bank applies a salary 
scale higher than the minimum wage 
established by law for the country, 
thus upholding itself as a benchmark 
for the 50th percentile of the market.

Additional to the job benefits listed 
above, Banco popular has signed a 
Collective Bargaining Agreement 
that covers 100% of its personnel, 
regardless of the type of labor 
contract an employee may have.  

Labor Representation 
in Security and Health 
Committees  
As part of the institutional 
responsibility for maintaining a 
healthy business environment based 
on the prevention of occupational 
risks and health promotion, it has 
formed commissions both on health 
as well as on emergency response 
throughout the country’s branch 
offices. these commissions are 
constantly being trained by means 
of an educational plan that includes 
topics on contingencies, evacuations, 
first aid, rescue techniques, and 
environmental management, to name 
a few.

Programs on Education, 
Training, Counseling, and 
Risk Control
During 2011, we began a visiting 
program of primary basic health care 
for our personnel and their families 
in the country’s branch offices. With 
this initiative, we have managed to 
provide care for 469 persons in 42 
offices, which include 21 financial 
service centers, branch offices, and 21 
peripheral business offices.
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Average Number of 
Training Hours per Year by 
Employee Category 

Category Hours

Head of Dept.  15.89

professional 17.18

technical 29.19

operating 15.40

Total 19.41 

Skills Management and Ongoing 
Education Program 
one of the cornerstones of institutional management 
is the application of tools and practices aimed at 
strengthening the top-performance culture oriented 
to customer service. over $970,000 dollars have been 
invested in education programs addressed at fostering 
conducts and knowledge of our staff, which not only 
contributes to their performance but also to their personal 
development. In the year 2011, we dedicated an average 
of 19 hours per person in training and refreshment 
courses. out of the total persons who received training, 
53% were women and 47% were men.

Performance Evaluation and 
Professional Development
one hundred percent of the institution’s personnel 
undergo an annual evaluation with a quarterly follow up. 
two instruments are applied in these evaluations, namely:  

•	 The	Balanced	Scorecard	(BSC),	whose	grading	process	
is applied at the managerial, supervisory, and head of 
department levels.

•	 The	Personal	Development	Balance	(BDP,	by	its	Spanish	
acronym) is focused on evaluation for non-head of 
department levels.

“Banco Popular is an excellent 

employer, not only because of 

the security it provides by being 

a very solid institution, but also 

because of the ongoing training it offers us. The programs it promotes 

allow us to grow not only in the professional arena but in the personal 

one as well.”

Martha Hidalgo Durán, Assistant, Human and organizational Development Management
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Audited Financial Statements 
As of December 31st, 2011 and 2010
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Correspondence Index of the 
Global reporting Initiative (GrI)

  

Indicator Description Location

Strategy & Analysis

1.1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization about the relevance of 
sustainability to the organization and its strategy

Page 8

Organization’s Profile

2.1 Name of the organization Page 1

2.2 Primary brands, products and/or services Page 16

2.3 Operational structure of the organization Page 25

2.4 Location of the organization’s headquarters Back cover

2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates Page 29

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form Page 7

2.7 Markets served Page 30

2.8 Scale of the reporting organization Page 31

2.10 Awards received in  the reporting period Page 31

Report Parameters

Report Profile

3.1 Reporting period for information provided Page 35 

3.2 Date of most recent previous report (if any) Page 35

3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.) Page 35

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents Page 2
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Indicator Description Location

Report Scope and Boundary

3.5 Process for defining report content Page 35

3.6 Boundary of the report Page 35

3.7 State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report Page 35

GRI Content Index

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report Page 89

Governance, Commitments and Engagement 

4.1 Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest governance 
body responsible for specific tasks, such as setting strategy or organizational oversight

Page 25

Performance Indicators

Economic Indicators

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating costs, 
employee compensation, donations and other community investments, retained earnings, and 
payments to capital providers and governments 

Page 52

EC5 Range of ratios of standard entry level wage compared to local minimum wage at significant 
locations of operation

Page 48

Environmental Indicators

EN1 Materials used by weight and volume Page 40

EN2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials Page 40

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source Page 40

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements Page  40

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and services, and 
reductions in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives

Pages 42, 
43

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved Pages 42, 
43

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused Pages 41, 
42

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by weight Page 41

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extend of impact 
mitigation

Page 42

EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type Page 46
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Indicator Description Location

Social Performance Indicators

Labor Practices and Decent Work

LA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract and region Page 78

LA3 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time 
employees, by major operations

Page 79

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements Page 79

LA6 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker health and 
safety committees, established to help monitor and advise on occupational health and safety 
programs

Page 79

LA8 Education, training, counseling, prevention and risk-control programs in place to assist 
workforce members, their families or community members regarding serious diseases

Page 79

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category Page 80

LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued 
employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings

Page 80

LA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews Page 80

LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per employee category 
according to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity

Page 78

Human Rights

HR3 Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of human 
rights that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of employees trained

Page 74

Society

SO3 Percentage of employees trained in organization´s  anti-corruption policies and procedures Page 72

SO5 Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying Page 73

Product Responsibility 

PR1 Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are assessed for 
improvement, and percentage of significant products and services categories subject to such 
procedures

Page 54

PR3 Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage of products 
and services subject to such information requirements

Page 54

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring customer 
satisfaction

Pages 55, 
60

PR6 Programs for adherence to laws, standards and voluntary codes related to marketing 
communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship

Page 58
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Indicator Description Location

Supplement on the Financial Services Sector

Products Portfolio

FS6 Percentage of the portfolio for business lines by specific region, size (eg. micro/ SME/large) and 
by sector

Page 62

Community

FS14 Initiatives to improve access to financial services for disadvantaged people Page 65

Product and Service Labeling

FS16 Initiatives to enhance financial literacy by type and financial literacy by type of beneficiary Page 68
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